Job Summary:

We’re on the lookout for a Market Analyst to join our growing European operation based in Cork. The successful
candidate will analyse and provide insights of the EEA market landscape, focusing on the macro and micro
environment, competitors, products, customer, new technologies, pricing.

Your days will revolve around the following:



Continuous scanning of the market, competitors and sector as a whole to identify opportunities for
development of customer proposition through creativity and innovative thinking, including product and
distribution



Conducting detailed product assessments on new and existing propositions to ensure products remain
compliant and fit for purpose, liaising with compliance and raising challenge where appropriate



Supporting the drive of strategic agenda for Underwriting through identifying appropriate sources of
market, customer and sector insight



Developing a target strategy through liaison with relevant stakeholders – Underwriting, Sales, Risk,
Compliance & Claims



Keeping abreast of emerging trends, risks, opportunities and threats and creatively make
recommendations for innovative development



Developing high level customer understanding and make connections with how the proposition may be
developed to meet customer needs



Supporting the Underwriting Manager with market knowledge to help shape product development



Leading the collection and analysis of market intelligence (primarily product and pricing intelligence) to
inform our product development strategies and promotional pricing tactics

If you're likely to consider the role of Market Analyst, here's a check-list to help you work out if the role is right for
you.

You most definitely have:



A love for travel – every single bit of it – and feel passionately about how it changes people's lives



Experience in retail pricing, commercial analysis and business case development



2 years’ minimum experience within commercial insurances



APA/CIP/Insurance qualification desirable



Well-developed numerical, analytical and computer skills



The ability to be a proactive, flexible, self-starter;



Advanced knowledge of MS Excel, MS Word, PowerPoint and general reporting tools



Ideally have a Degree in business / finance / commerce



The ability to work within a team environment and be accountable for the results achieved



Attention to detail with the ability to analyse and evaluate data effectively



Enjoy working in an environment where any crazy ideas to support travellers being World Nomads will be
heard



The ability to maintain positive inter-personal relationships in a changing environment



Enjoy problem solving and can work independently to come up with solutions



Are a pretty all round terrific, fun, engaging, respectful, worldly, occasionally break-dancing type of
travelling human being.

If this sounds like your type of job, then why not drop us your CV today.

Consent to the transfer of Personal Data to countries outside the EU and EEA

Context

As Nomadic Insurance Benefits Limited (a member of World Nomads Group) is a member of a large international
group operating across a wide range of jurisdictions within the EU and outside it, we may, for operating
efficiencies and certain decision-making purposes, need to transfer personal data of potential candidates for roles
within the company (or group as appropriate) to countries outside the EU/EEA.

Under the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) we are obliged to obtain your consent for such
transfers and to provide information to you in order for you to decide on whether you wish to provide consent.

Personal Data covered

The personal data involved is typically that which is contained within a Curriculum Vitae (CV), Resume,
reference, cover letter etc., circulated via email to HR functions in group entities in Australia and/or the United
States of America (US).

Data Protection risk

Please note that Australia and the US are not included on the list of countries considered by the European
Commission to provide an adequate level of data protection. While there are established data protection
legislation and regimes in place in those countries, there is a risk that the protections applicable to your personal
data and to the rights you may exercise over it are not the same as in the EU. By way of example, the right to

erasure and to restrict automatic processing of personal data under the GDPR are not replicated in
Australia. Please see here for the link to the our Company Privacy Policy.

By applying for this vacancy, you acknowledge our Company Privacy Policy and hereby consent to the transfer of
your personal data as described above to the countries identified outside the EU and EEA.

Applications to: corkrecruitment@worldnomadsgroup.com

